Japan Association of College English Teachers

The 2nd JACET Summer\(^{(46th)}\) and English Education\(^{(7th)}\)
Joint Seminar (Tokyo, 2019)

ELT materials development and use:
Linking theory and practice

Dates: Tuesday 20 – Thursday 22 August 2019
Venue: Tamagawa University, University Hall 2014
(Tamagawa-gakuen 6-1-1, Machida, Tokyo 194-8610, Japan)

Programme digest:

**Tue. 20 August** (13:00 – 17:20; Optional dinner event 18:00 onwards)
- Featured lectures by Dr Willy Renandya (National Institute of Education, Singapore) & Prof. Dr Masaki Oda (Tamagawa University, Japan)
- Poster sessions

**Wed. 21 August** (10:00 – 16:30)
- Featured lectures by Dr Willy Renandya (National Institute of Education, Singapore) & Dr Yoshiko Goda (Kumamoto University, Japan)
- Discussion I, Publishers’ presentations & Poster sessions

**Thu. 22 August** (10:00 – 12:30)
- SIG sessions I-II & Discussion II
*The seminar will be held in English from the 20th until the morning of the 21st and in Japanese thereafter.

For full details, visit our webpage: [http://www.jacet.org/](http://www.jacet.org/) (Online registration available)

Contact via email (JACET Headquarters): jacet@zb3.so-net.ne.jp
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